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Gospel reading: John 14: 1-14

“In my Father's house there are many dwelling-places”

Jesus promises his followers a place – a dwelling-place– where they can be in the 
presence of God; and that he is the way to that place.

Traditionally that promise is read as a promise about what our eternal home – after this life 
perhaps. This is the bible passage read commonly at funeral services. It is a true and 
comforting message – there is a place for each of us in the love of God. It is a promise 
about coming home. 

But what if this was also a promise for this world too – that whilst we live and breathe now 
God's promise is to each person there is a place to be at home –   a place for everyone – 
not only when we die , but now in this world. 

One bible commentary I have says: “ It limits what Jesus says here if we read it primarily 
as a reference to believers' future place in heaven”. 

So it may be read as a promise about a sense of being at home here and now –  knowing 
the presence and blessing of God with us now. The departure of Jesus  - his death and 
resurrection – opened the way for us to be at one with God – “forgiven loved and free” as 
the hymn has it. And each Sunday of course we gather around the holy table; the 
indispensable focus of being home with God.

But let me take this a step further now than most bible commentators would do whilst 
explaining this particular saying. Let's read this in the light of the whole message of the 
Bible;  which tells us faith and spiritual truth must be worked out in life – in the life of 
persons and communities. 

To illustrate first this quote from Paul's Letter to the Galatians which reads: “For you were 
called to freedom, brothers and sisters; only do not use your freedom as an opportunity for 
self-indulgence; but through love become slaves to one another. For the whole law is 
summed up in a single commandment. “You shall love your neighbour as yourself”. (Gal 
5:13)  Or even more pertinently perhaps in the Letter of James: “You do well if you really 
fulfil the royal law according to the Scripture – You shall love your neighbour as yourself 
(2v8)...If a brother or sister is naked and lacks daily food and one of you says to them – Go 
in peace; keep warm and eat your fill – but you do not supply their bodily needs, what is 
the good of that?So faith by itself if it has no works, is dead.” (2vv15-17). In other words 
the spiritual and the physical are not meant to kept separated; what we believe must issue 
in what we do.

What I want to talk about now is the looming crisis over housing and homelessness this 
country is facing. I can do so in a few minutes only really to highlight the issue very 
inadequately but perhaps it will be a topic some of you might want return to. 

When it comes to God's promise that there is a place for everyone in his love – a home in 
this world – then what should be the Christian response to actual physical homelessness 
or grossly inadequate housing amongst our neighbours ; in our own country,  or indeed 



across the world. It cannot be – well never mind you have a place in God's love but by the 
way we are not going to help you get a decent home in this world whilst you live and 
breathe.

“In my Father's house there are many dwelling-places.. I go to prepare a place for you”

Throughout the history of the Christian faith many reformers and activists have been 
inspired by their faith to work for adequate housing for all. An example is the housing and 
homelessness charity Shelter which was founded  in 1966 by The Reverend Bruce Kenrick 
who was horrified by the state of the tenements around his Notting hill parish. Shelter's 
vision is simple and as relevant today as it was in 1966: “ Shelter believes everyone 
should have a home. Our work won’t stop until there’s a home for everyone.”

Prebendary Wilson Carlile founded the Church Army in the 1880s and then went on to 
found Church Army Housing in 1924. Its successor body Church Housing Trust continues 
to raise funds and awareness to provide better facilities, opportunities and futures for 
homeless people.

The facts about homelessness and bad housing in our country today are startling. 

In the last four years all forms of homelessness have risen due to a combination of the 
economic downturn, the shortage of housing and the government’s welfare reforms. 
Independent  research carried out for Crisis and the Joseph Rowntree Foundation shows 
that homelessness is likely to increase further still.

6,437 people slept rough at some point in London during 2012/13, an increase of 62% 
over the last 2 years.

Last year 113,260 people in England approached their council as homeless, an 11% 
increase over 2 years. 

Housing supply has not kept pace with demand for many decades. In total, almost 125,000 
new houses were supplied in 2012-13, well below the estimated 232,000  required to keep 
up with demand and 10,000 lower than the previous year. 

The average age of death of a homeless person is 47.

Last week the homelessness charity Crisis held a debate on housing and homelessness 
with leading people and experts on this topic.  The London Deputy Mayor  for Housing 
said;

“The challenge we have on housing is that we have too few homes and they cost too 
much. Some really big things need to happen”. On homelessness in London he said that 
there were "more big challenges to come" and said that "greater attention should be paid 
to single homeless people." 

Lesley Morphy, chief executive of Crisis, said: "Renting is going to be the long-term option 
for many and it has to be made safer and more secure." and on homelessness she called 
for a change in the law so that "all homeless people have a right to be housed." 

Also speaking was Danny Dorling Professor of Geography at Oxford University who has 
just published a new book about the housing crisis based on his research – All That is 



Solid; the great housing disaster.  In that book he describes modern Britain as the most 
unequal society we've seen in this country  since Dicken's times. For him the real problem 
causing the housing crisis is the growing inequality in society and the turning of housing 
into a source of profit rather than a provision that all need. He talks unashamedly about 
what a culture of greed, hoarding and  self-interest are doing to undermine opportunities 
for many people.  Dorling believes the biggest problem is not so much lack of houses but 
that a few have been taking far more than their fair share. Building more and more new 
houses will not solve the problem of homelessness and inadequate housing on its own; 
unless the unfairnesses and inflexibilities are addressed too. There is a lot of unused and 
underused housing stock too.  In case you think I am not going to mention the i-word – 
immigration; let's not be innumerate or prejudiced enough to imagine it's simply the case 
that less immigration would solve the problem either. It's more likely that if immigration  of 
both working people and non-doms stopped tomorrow the housing market would collapse; 
millions of homeowners and landlords would see their equity shrink and their incomes 
plummet; not to mention lack of people to look after the elderly still living in their own 
homes. But instead the poorest have been evicted from their homes; those living in the 
most cramped houses have been penalised for having a spare room; middle earners are 
being impoverished by high rents and mortgages; having to borrow more. Dorling warns 
eloquently that unless there are some real changes in law and all kinds of policies there 
will be an even greater crisis driving people apart as we struggle not to be left behind.

The quality of housing has a huge impact on people's health, wealth and happiness in life. 
The housing market is a major driver in the economy. It was unsustainable housing debt 
that was the trigger for the financial crash in 2008;  especially in the USA the land of 
freedom and opportunity where income inequality is now as extreme as Europe before the 
First World War and where the growth in personal income of the last 40 years was not 
received by half the population. We are now entering another housing price bubble with 
unforeseen consequences. Here in Wokingham 5000 new houses – homes for  new 
neighbours - are to be built mostly in this parish over the next decade – possibly sooner - 
already 1000 of those will be finished quite soon. We as churches and Christians want to 
welcome those who come here as new neighbours. We might also do well to understand 
more about the overall context of those houses. Already the family sized homes  were too 
expensive for Wokingham Baptist Church to buy one so that its minister could move in and 
help build a sense of community.  

Some of the worst accommodation in our parish at Eustace Crescent is about to be 
demolished and rebuilt. Those who lived in them were relocated but I don't know if in all 
cases the new homes were better than the ones left behind. Where will the residents of the 
new estate to be built there come from?

The charity Crisis currently has an exhibition in London of new art works on the theme of 
“Home” by 18 leading contemporary artists alongside works by members of its art classes 
who have experienced homelessness. It is also asking people to share ten words on the 
theme of Home through social media. Here is a poem to inspire people's thinking written 
by one of the professional exhibitors sculptor Bill Woodrow;

Welcome Home
home fire
back home
home cooking
family home 
home sick



ideal home
home coming
anyone home 
home truths
go home 
home made
my home 
home less

“In my Father's house there are many dwelling-places.. I go to prepare a place for you”
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